
Self-sewn cat cushion
Instructions No. 1617
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 40 Minutes

This pretty cuddly cushion will not inspire only cat lovers! The advantage of self-sewn cushions: Motif fabric and filling can be chosen
individually. The sewing project is also suitable for sewing beginners - the cushion is just a few steps away at only .

Success in a few steps
Download the motif template. This consists of two template parts: the DIN
A4 printout shows you the Pattern of the half cat's head in original size, the
DIN A3 printout shows you the Pattern for the half cat's body including tail
(both will be cut in one piece of cloth.) Glue both templates (head and main
part) together. The cat has a height of 48 cm without ears. 

Place the Motif fabric in front of you in longitudinal direction, lay it right on
right (printed motive is inside) and transfer the two template parts of the cat
motive once with tail and mirrored at the cat center without tail on the double
laid fabric. Here it is helpful to fix the fabrics and the Pattern before with
Pins . Now you can cut out the two cats-Fabric cuts with about 1 cm seam
allowance.

Both pieces of fabric are now sewn together except for a small opening at
the bottom of the cat's tail and then turned to the right. With a Stuffing tool
or with a simple wooden spoon you will surely succeed in stuffing the cat
cushion with filling cotton wool in such a way that it is firmly held. Finally,
only is sewn up the small opening and a decorative bow is tied around the
neck. A small sewn-on clip gives the cat pillow that certain something.

Dear sewer, as fabrics are seasonal goods and we always want to have trendy fabrics in stock for you, it can happen that the sewn fabric is no longer in our
range.

In our fabric section you will find a large selection of great fabrics. Click here to discover all the fabrics.

Article number Article name Qty
291446-63 Satin ribbon, 10 mmMay Green 1
622028 Jingles "Gold", 110 pieces, assorted 1
232487 VBS Fill wadding, white, 300 g 1

Article information:

https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/fabrics-and-sewing-accessories/fabrics-a-z/
https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/fabrics-and-sewing-accessories/fabrics-a-z/
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